Conditions of Sale

This is not an auction.

Horses will all be purchased subject to vetting to be arranged by the purchaser.

Horses will be secured by a deposit of 10% on the sale day with purchase completed within two weeks. Deposits may be paid from 9:30am on sale day.

The deposit is only returnable should a horse not receive a satisfactory vetting.

Deposits may be paid by cash or cheque with balances paid by bank transfer.

Following purchase, Woodlander horses must leave the stud within three days of completion or livery will be charged.

Arrangement can be made for horses to remain at Woodlander, for example, for castration or further schooling. Livery will be charged.

The first buyer to pay a deposit for a horse will secure the purchase of that horse, any further buyers will be held, in order, on a wait list.

The stables are open for the viewing of foals, mares and youngstock from 9.00am. Foals and Youngstock will be presented at 11am, followed by older and ridden horses.

If you are interested in buying any of the horses presented on the day, please meet with Lynne Crowden ahead of the formal presentation at 10:30 am, or between 1pm and 2pm to register your interest.

Woodlander Foals will remain at Woodlander Stud with no charge for livery, until weaning. Direct costs for worming, farrier and any vetting will be charged to the purchaser. First registration of the foal will be paid by the vendor.

Woodlander Mares purchased at the sale will also remain at the stud with no charge for livery until weaning. Direct costs for worming, farrier and any vets costs will be charged to the purchaser.

Please ensure that you understand whether a mare is sold in foal or without her foal.

Please ensure that you discuss detailed arrangements for the purchase of non Woodlander horses.
Foals

**Wild Beauty**

2019 Chestnut Hanoverian Filly to make 16.1hh

From an impressive and enormously moving mare comes this refined and delightful daughter of Wild Child with a face that every camera loves. Sweet, built uphill and picture perfect, the Woodlander foal for the smaller pocket. Her maternal grand sire Supertramp was a highly sought after breeding stallion for Woodlander, leaving well over 100 offspring for breeding and sport with many children exported to the US. Don’t let her escape.

£6,500  
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

**Wildest Dreams**

2019 Black Hanoverian Filly to make 16.3hh

Only for sale as I am now 70! This is the full sister to Woodstock (now Wedgewood) sold in Vechta at the licensing for €70,000 plus and also the half sister to internationally approved Grand Designs. Dam sire Florencio was Double World Champion and the dam is also half sister to Life Approved and recent Tattersalls Two Star Winner, Wesuvio and multiple BD National Champion and Grand Prix horse, Woodlander Rockstar. And then there is the picture…black, elegant and wonderful action.

£24,000  
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden 07768323351

**Frankie D**

2019 Black BSHR Colt to make 17hh

An absolute picture of an athlete with great power from behind and a beautiful front. The image of his father with the power of his dam and her exceptional Holsteiner and thoroughbred inheritance.

We see this very smartly marked young man as a prospect for dressage or evening and maybe even showjumping but whatever the discipline his early character shows an enthusiastic and people friendly colt.

£10,000  
Owner & Breeder – Sherry Scott 01844 291526
Foals

Wild
2019 Black Oldenburg Colt to make 16.22

This is a black coated son of Wild Child out of a very interesting Danish performance mare. The Piaffe again may be promised by the back pedigree of the machine that is Michellino and through Dressage Royal. Dressage Royale is the sire of Damsey FRH and has also sired multiple sports performers. The sire should need no introduction but, just for good measure, let's say that he produced three international licensed sons from his first crop and two were performance test winners for dressage.

£8,500
Owner & Breeder - Helen Marchant 07794397036

Double Jeopardy
2019 Chestnut Hanoverian Colt to make 16.2hh

Bred by Beaumont Stud and Sara Lucas of SJL Horses, this half brother to the BHHS Reserve Foal Champion, is a big moving and elegant colt combining again that magic of Dutch and German blood. Sire Double Bubble brings Oldenburg, Trakehner and Westfalia together and dam Zsa Zsu is a daughter of Blue Hors Zack. This youngster is inbred to Rousseau for the promise of movement and ridability.

£8,000 ono
Owner- Rachael Crook. 07973 121807
Breeder Rachael Crook/Sara Lucas

Washington
2019 Chestnut Hannoverian Colt to make 16.3hh

Two peas in a pod. This is heritage Woodlander breeding with the wonderful dam Manhattan being the first performing daughter of our foundation purchase, St Pr Donata. Manhattan performed herself in the sport and has bred beautiful and high scoring Futurity foals since her first. These two boys will be some of the youngest by our first licensed stallion Wavavoom who sired not only Wild Child but also licensed stallion Words of Love, Hickstead Five Year old winner Wikipaedia, and multiple other dressage performers including Briarwood Wild Beauty.

£8,500
Owner & Breeder - Lisa Greenhill 07809 062389
Woollandar Stud

For further information, please contact:
Lynne Crowden: 07768 323351
Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
Email: woodlanderstud@mac.com
Website: www.woodlanderstud.com

Foals

**Wellington**
2019 chestnut Hanoverian Colt to make 16.1hh

Two peas in a pod. This is heritage Woodlander breeding with the wonderful dam Manhattan being the first performing daughter of our foundation purchase, St Pr Donata. Manhattan performed herself in the sport and has bred beautiful and high scoring Futurity foals since her first. These two boys will be some of the youngest by our first licensed stallion Wavavoom who sired not only Wild Child but also licensed stallion Words of Love, Hickstead Five Year old winner Wikipaedia, and multiple other dressage performers including Briarwood Wild Beauty.

£8,000
Owner & Breeder – Lisa Greenhill 07809 062389

**Wild Kiss**
2019 Bay Hanoverian Filly to make 16hh

A mother’s delight from the remarkable 20 year old Sonya, who has given her owner so much pleasure and confidence and ridden even while pregnant. Not a surprise with Havidoff as her sire and behind Clavecimbel. Grand Prix all the way but this little lady also has the blood of Wavavoom and Farouche to bring more ridability and performance through the top producer Woodlander Wild Child.

£6,000
Owner & Breeder - Debbie Clayton-Smith 07734 277581

**Belle du Jour**
2012019 Chestnut Oldenburg Filly to make 16.3hh

You have never seen better pedigrees and such horses in such a small collection. Here is the half sister to Double World Champion Woodlander Farouche, out of the grand prix dam, Dornroeschen who is by World Champion Dimaggio. Sire Botticelli is from the family of Davignon and Pik Royal and his sire Benetton Dream was of course winner of the Bundeschampionat with mind blowing scores for his paces. This filly is destined for the big arena. With her line breeding to Caprimond, she is of course the best combination of quality and beauty.

£25,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden 07768323351
Foals

Disney
2019 Black Oldenburg Colt to make 16.2hh

We offer for sale but only to a serious home this very strong and masculine son of Double Bubble out of Long Tall Sally. Inbred to Absatz and to Weltmeyer, you can see a power house in front of you with, right now, canter as his favourite pace...but just wait!

£10,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Resolution
2019 Brown Hanoverian Filly to make 16.3hh

What can we say about this long legged and gorgeous daughter of our Elite Zack mare who already, in the full sister to this dark coated lady, produced the top Futurity foal of 2017, (also reserve champion Hanoverian foal. This family should need no introduction descending as it does, directly from the great Loretta and bringing to the dressage world the top performers and producers Diamond Hit, Sandro Hit, Royal Hit, Royal Schufro, Likoto Hit, Don Francisco and it’s still going!

£25,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Franziska
2019 Black WBS Filly to make 16.1hh

Full sister to last year’s top Futurity Dressage filly and bred in the purple with three of the most talked about families in Hanoverian breeding figuring large. The family of Double World Champion Woodlander Farouche and her Grand Prix dam Dornroeschchen comes through with the sire Franz Ferdinand. Add to these two well known ladies, the blood of World Champions Fuerst Heinrich and Dimaggio. Her dam sire Totilas is another world record breaker and her mare family has produced multiple famous stallions including Bundeschampion, So Unique, Le Vivaldi, Flanell, Furst Rousseau, Scolari and His Highness to name but a few. This is a queen in waiting

£10000
Owner & Breeder Rachael Crook 07973 121807
Cassionato Million
2019 Grey AES Colt to make 16.3hh

Jump, jump and jump again and out of a mare who jumped successfully herself, to 120cms proving the capability of the Irish blood for the sport. And the sire…well a sound an long lasting horse, ridden in his prime by Michael Whittaker and winning internationally over 160cms. Wonderful blood in this energetic and athletic youngster.

£8000 ono
Owner & Breeder – Chloe Abrahams
Yearlings

Vallecito
2018 Bay Oldenburg Colt to make 17.2hh

This will be a horse with plenty of “go”. Once again, the motherline through Moulin Rouge brings performance potential. His half brother Summertime Blues is a life approved stallion, his half sister won a major mare show in Verden and was selected for the Herwart von der Decken Show and also gained her State Premium. This is the dam line also of Weltregent coupled with the Grand Prix blood of Margue H. Then there is Valverde…already a legend – Champion of his licensing in Westfalia, and Silver Medal at the Bundeschampionat. Like his grand sire Vitalis, this young man will have both movement and ridability

£8,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Bernallilo
2018 Black Oldenburg Colt to make 16.3hh

Apart from struggling to spell the name…everything with this youngster is easy. His dam by the highly regarded Londontime, is a complete dream and descends from the line of the Grand Prix stallion Wenckstern who took two young ladies, to European Championships and Asian Games respectively. His sire Bernay descends from the dame line of Lord Leatherdale and his sire Boston was bred in the UK. But was the pick for Isabel Werth who, we believe, knows what she is looking at.

£8,500
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Zapata
2018 Bay Oldenburg Colt to make 16.22hh

Viva Zapata. The blood of Zack and Alabaster was chose to give us the best chance to breed another Double Bubble with both the power and energy AND the ridability. This blood combination of Dutch and German is our speciality and we were a bit ahead of the curve. This is a high quality colt with stallion potential in the right hands.

£100000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Yearlings

De Soto
2018 Chestnut Oldenburg Colt to make 16.2hh

A Premium foal all the way round. Movement to leave you open mouthed and a pedigree to match, descending as he does directly from the important Loretta Line. He was also an Elite foal for Futurity and a convincing premium for Oldenburg. We hope he is as adorables as our “Legend” Double Bubble but with the power and elevation we have come to expect from his offspring.

£9,500
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden 07768 323351

Diamond Bar
2018 Chestnut Hannoverian Filly to make 16.2hh

So much to come from the rather still gawky yearling daughter of Grand Prix mare Woodlander Dornroeschen by our powerhouse, Double Bubble, sired by the Small Tour performer Don Frederic. His sire Don Frederico must be one of the most prolific producers of top international horses in modern times. Bubble’s dam line is still young but has the important elements with success already with the memorable Laudabilis and Bubble himself is proving to have great potential with his qualifications for the Shearwater and Regional Championships.

£12,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden/Richard Bolton

Ricardo
2018 Black AES Colt to make 16.3hh

We could not resist purchasing this youngster out of a truly impressive Gribaldi dam. Bred in the UK he was bought in partnership with Richard Bolton of PRB and we are offering him for sale but we are not in a hurry. He is a striking horse with the blood of Belissimo for ridability on the sire line together with Sandro Hit. The owner of his sire sadly did not have the facilities to keep him entire but this is still a horse for the sport where everything can be seen and much is to come.

£8,000
Breeder – Sarah Davis
Owner – Lynne Crowden/Richard Bolton
Springfield
2018 black Hanoverian Colt to make 16.3hh

Black, beautifully built and an arena candidate for the dedicated and ambitious rider. His sire Summertime Blues was the joint Reserve Champion of his performance test and his dam Piroschka is full sister to the German team horse Piccolino ridden and owned by Klaus Husenbeth to multiple Gold Medals and Olympic results. Many wonderful horses have come from this wonderful mare who sadly passed away after the weaning of Summertime at the age of 24.

£7,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
**Two Year Olds**

**Standing Ovation**

2017 Black Rheinlander Colt to make 17hh

Bred by Jenny Tilling and bought by us, this youngster is half brother to the top Futurity three year old and Overall Champion for Dressage, Woodlander Gloria. The dam is by Hotline and the sire Silver Lining ZB, descends with the piaffe blood of Gribaldi on both sides through Hofrat and Distelzar. Everything in one packet for the top

£10,000
Owner - Lynne Crowden – 07768323351
Breeder – Jenny Tilling

---

**Bowie**

2018 Brown Oldenburg Colt to make 16.3hh

This is the ugly duckling waiting to become your swan. Wonderful pedigree for reliable movement and performance. Right now, this youngster needs time to develop his top line and so he is the “steal of the day”

£7,500
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

---

**Humbucker**

2017 Brown Oldenburg Colt to make 16.3hh

Inbred to the extraordinary Grand Prix and Piaffe supremo Gribaldi who is not only the sire of record braking Totilas but many other stallions and Grand Prix performers including Painted Black, Peter Pan, Privaldi, Pasternak to name but a few. Unmissable young horse for serious ambitions. Super temperament and character. Clean x rays

£6000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Two & Three Year Olds

Summer Fun
2018 Brown Hanoverian Colt to make 16.3hh

Not arrived from Germany

£8,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Summertime Blues
Spoecken
Moulin Rouge
Trocaide
Pontersina Von Klosterhof

Sir Donnerhall
Winnipeg
Margge H
Alabama
Enrico Caruso
Thrina
Sokrates
St Pr Parchim

Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
Email: woodlanderstud@mac.com
Website: www.woodlanderstud.com

Built for comfort and not too much speed but definitely a winner. Built to suit every rider with top conformation and a totally delightful attitude to work. His breeding is Woodlander on both sides with his sire by Hotline, a Champion Stallion for the WBS, and both top Futurity Foal and Three year old. His dam Ciaroscura is half sister to Woodlander Santana and performed in her own right up to Advanced Medium. Her sire Connery was also a top performer with fabulous ridability and in her dam line we find the ultimately ridable Weltregent H. This is for everyone to ride.

£14,000
Owner & Breeder – Miriam Klein
Contact Lynne Crowden 07768 323351

Hashtag Hamilton
2017 Bay Hannoverian Filly

Built for comfort and not too much speed but definitely a winner. Built to suit every rider with top conformation and a totally delightful attitude to work. His breeding is Woodlander on both sides with his sire by Hotline, a Champion Stallion for the WBS, and both top Futurity Foal and Three year old. His dam Ciaroscura is half sister to Woodlander Santana and performed in her own right up to Advanced Medium. Her sire Connery was also a top performer with fabulous ridability and in her dam line we find the ultimately ridable Weltregent H. This is for everyone to ride.

£14,000
Owner & Breeder – Miriam Klein
Contact Lynne Crowden 07768 323351
Two & Three Year Olds

**Don Consul**

2017 Bay Hanoverian Colt to make 16.3hh

Very promising and big moving youngster from highly successful Trakehner family by the Grand Prix stallion Don Nobless, ridden on the British Team in Aachen this year by Susan Pape. Don Nobless enjoys the blood of top ranked GP producer De Niro and on the dam side, the pivotal sporting blood of Consul. Stallion prospect.

£15,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

**French Kissin’**

2016 Bay Oldenburg Colt to make 17hh

Wow, what a big boy! Sire Fransje now winning S level in Germany with a young rider and right through to the late rounds of the Preis der Besten. His pedigree screams Grand Prix with United, Silvano N and Ahorn all performers at that high level. On the dam side of this youngster sits Margue H, also a Grand Prix and multiple Bundeschampionat performer. You can PUT THE SADDLE ON NOW AND SAVE FOR THE TAILCOAT!

£10,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Mares

Shine A Light (scanned in foal to Wild Child)
2014 Bay Oldenburg Mare 17hh

A special offering to a serious breeder. Scanned in foal to Woodlander Wild Child, this is the half sister to Grand Designs and Woodstock. Her sire Supertramp was a prolific foal maker and now is himself a successful horse in training in Germany. He was a tough and sound horse, taking his 70 day test at 3 years and was life approved Oldenburg and this daughter is also graded for Hannover. Her dam Elite Foxy Lady was a prolific winner, super to ride and won Foal, Youngstock and Mare Championships as well as a Gold Medal award. This is a mare to build on.

£15,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Kala (scanned in foal to Fuerst Toto)
2012 Bay Trakehner Mare 17hh

By the Trakehner stallion Le Rouge from the Klosterhof this wonderful mare, sadly rather messed about under saddle for a couple of years, descends from a great mare family of Hoerem. This is a Trakehner bred for sport and not just show. She owes her power to her dam and her damsire Consul and while she lacks Trakehner “type” she does not lack the carriage, power and expression for the arena. She is scanned in foal to Fuerst Toto and her price should not be a surprise with this sensational potential coupling.

£22,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Solid Gold (inseminated with Grand Designs)
2015 Brown Hanoverian Mare 16.2hh

Devastated to be cutting down my mare herd with the younger mares hopefully providing the future building blocks for others. This is the old and the new. This good looking mare is working under saddle and has been inseminated with Grand Designs. She was Youngstock Champion and Reserve Supreme for the Hannoverian Show as a yearling with the Judge describing her as “a perfect horse”. Last year she bred an Elite foal and echoes the performance of her mother, the first British mare to get a German State Premium. Schwarzgold is by the World Champion First and Second Reserve Champion, Imperio, now on the German A team and Schwarzgold himself now competes at S level.

£15,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Mares

Imaginacion
2017 Chestnut Oldenburg Filly to make 16.2hh

The ultimate bundle! The dam line of Diamond Hit, Sandro Hit, Royal Hit etc. etc. and by the gorgeous Asgaards Ibiza a son of Desperado out of a Jazz mother. His marks for gaits in his performance test were stupendous with an 9.5 for walk, 9 for canter and 9 for trot. He won the small final at the World Championships for young horses as a five year old and was 6th overall. For us it was love at first sight. This mare has been inseminated with Woodlander Wild Child providing both as breeding and sport potential.

£14,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Ridden

Wilbury
2013 Chestnut Hanoverian Gelding 16hh

A real prospect for a smaller rider wanting a smaller horse with power and three good gaits. From the best and most reliable of the Woodlander lines, this youngster is half brother to 17 siblings including, three State premium mares, Woodlander Little Richard, Woodlander Romance. Woodlander Rock Music, Whambamboo, Rose Royce and half brother also to the dam of Wavavoom. What are you waiting for?

£15,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351